
Short Range Transit Plan, Comprehensive 
Operations Analysis, and OD Survey



Our Team



About Jarrett Walker + Associates

• Founded and led by Jarrett
– Author Human Transit and 

Humantransit.org.
– 25 years experience in transit network 

design and policy.
– Projects in >50 metro areas in 9 

countries.

• Scudder Wagg
– Nearly 15 years in multimodal 

transportation planning
– Lead in Richmond Transit Network 

Redesign
– Transit projects in over a dozen metro 

areas



Keys to our Approach



Let graphics tell the story



Hands-on learning



Elicit actionable input



Focus on choices of values
• Increase ridership, or increase coverage?
• Shorter waits, or shorter walks?
• More complexity, or more transfers?



Case Study of a Conversation
The Ridership-Coverage Tradeoff



How should a transit agency allocate its 
resources?

Fictional Urban Area

Dots = residents and jobs

You have 18 buses



Ridership Goal “Maximum Ridership”

Performance Measure: Productivity

Ridership relative to cost

Ridership Network

Think like a business, choosing which 
markets you will enter.  

The straight lines offer density, 
walkability, and an efficient transit 
path, so you focus frequent, attractive 
service there.



Coverage Goal “Some service for everyone”

Performance Measure: Access

% of population and jobs near some service

Think like a government service.  Try 
to serve everyone, even those in 
expensive-to-serve places.

The result is more routes covering 
everyone, but less frequency, more 
complexity, and lower ridership.



Both goals are important, 
… but they lead opposite directions!

Ridership Goal

• “Think like a business.”  
• Focus where ridership 

potential is highest.
• Support dense and walkable

development.
• Max. competition with cars
• Maximum VMT reduction

Coverage Goal

• “Think like a public service.”
• “Access for all”
• Support low-density development.
• Lifeline access for everyone.
• Service to every member city or 

electoral district.



It helps to choose a point on the spectrum …

Ridership Goal Coverage Goal

What % of the operating budget 
should be spent pursuing a ridership 
goal? 
And what % should be reserved for 
other goals?



Case Study of a Ridership-Coverage 
Conversation: Richmond





High-Coverage 
Alternative

50% of 

service pursues goal of 

RIDERSHIP

50% of 

service pursues goal of 

COVERAGE

15 min

30 min

60 min



High-Ridership 
Alternative

80% of 

service pursues goal of 

RIDERSHIP

20% of 

service pursues goal of 

COVERAGE

15 min

30 min

60 min



Familiar
Whitcomb



High Coverage
Whitcomb



High Ridership
Whitcomb



Let leaders decide . . .

Ridership Goal Coverage Goal

Richmond leaders said: 
• Shift from 50% Ridership to 

70% Ridership
• We understand that some people 

will be unhappy.



Recommended 
Network

70% of 

service pursues goal of 

RIDERSHIP

30% of 

service pursues goal of 

COVERAGE

15 min

30 min

60 min



Recent Projects Using a Similar Approach:

• Memphis
• Columbus, OH
• Indianapolis
• Wake County, North Carolina
• San Jose
• Houston
• Anchorage
• Missoula
• Flagstaff



Delivering the OD Survey



Origin Destination & Demographic Survey
• Develop survey instrument

– Tablet-based, interviewer administered approach.

• Pretest
– Conducted with a total of 10 to 20 riders, representing different routes 

within the system. 

• Survey Work Plan &
Field Operations Plan
– Define the overall survey

program and document
the process. 



Origin Destination & Demographic Survey
• Data Collection

• AECOM staff will be on-site to handle the training and oversee 
interviewer supervisors to ensure the interview quality meets The 
COMET’s standards.

• Data Processing & Analysis
• Data will be cleaned and edited for

any errors through a series of
standard checks. 

• Reporting & Data handoff
• AECOM and JWA will work

jointly to create a final
report on the survey results
for CMCOG and
The COMET. 



Delivering the Public Outreach



Public Outreach Tools
• Open House Meetings / Listening Sessions
• TV appearances
• Radio and TV interviews
• Pop up events
• Speakers Bureau
• Social media
• Online Surveys



Engaging Hard-to-reach Populations
• Channels

– Church announcements
– Neighborhood Meetings
– Housing Authorities
– Community Recreation Centers
– Minority Weekly Publications
– Three Kings Day Festival/Latin Festival
– Latino Communications Development Corporation
– Radio Talk Shows
– OnPoint with Cynthia Hardy
– Awareness



Thank you.
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